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It’s Halftime! Xceleration
at The Crossroads
Colorado JN Qualifier marks the
halfway point of the club season
In several team sports, matches are
played in two halves and the name
given to the interval between the two
halves is “halftime.” While it exists
mainly to allow competitors to rest
briefly and recover from the play of the
first half, halftime also serves a number
of other purposes. One benefit of
halftime in a game is to allow teams to
swap their positions on the field or
court so that the effects of the game are
experienced fairly by both teams. It
also serves as an intermission for

spectators, and it often features
entertainment. Halftime for spectators
offers the opportunity to visit the
toilet, get some food or drink, or just
exercise the limbs, without the fear of
missing any of the action. On games
that are broadcast on television and
radio, it also provides broadcasters
with an opportunity to give a recap of
the first half of the game, provide
analysis on the game, or air gamerelated festivities.
(Continued on page 3)
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Shannon Says…
Hello Xcel Family!!!
Phew! What a first half of the season it has been!!
I've had such a great time with our Xcel teams,
speaking with parents and coaches, and getting
know these amazing Xcel players we have in this
big family! I've been very pleased with what I've
seen from our teams, as far as how much they
compete during their matches. That's exactly what I love to see and what Xcel
is all about, competing hard at all times! We've seen great competition at
every tournament and I'm so happy to see that by putting our teams in
tournaments that we feel will challenge them and grow them as a team, is
translating to League play and future tournaments! I am seeing real growth
with every tournament that passes and I just couldn't be more excited for all
our teams and club as a whole!!

Photo Galleries
You can find more photos in the
Team Pages of our website. If you
would like to share your pictures
during the season, please post
them on our Facebook group
page, and they may work their
way into future issues of
XCELlent NEWS.

I did want to take this time to talk a little bit about Xcel Beach!! Coaches
Michelle Boydstun and Melinda Lau will be back again at Moraga Commons
over the summer for an awesome Beach season!! For anyone that was with
Xcel Beach last summer, I know they can attest to just how amazing these two
coaches are and how lucky we are to have them back!! Our two tournaments
through the California Beach Volleyball Association (CBVA) are already
registered for, and details will be up on the website shortly. Official
registration for Beach will be done online via our website, it will be up shortly.
I'll let everyone in the club on the Indoor side know, and there will be an alert
on the front page of our website as well.
Here are the dates and times for practices at Moraga Commons beach courts:
(practices will be Monday/Wednesday)
June 5 – June 14:
13s-15s
4:00 PM – 5:45 PM
16S-18s
5:45 PM – 7:30 PM
June 19 – August 2:
13s-15s
1:00 PM – 3:00 PM
16s-18s
3:00 PM – 5:00 PM
Please note that times/age groups are subject to change based on registration
numbers; however, we will let all registrants know before practices begin in
June.
I can't wait to see Xcel Beach out at Commons again this summer with Michelle
and Melinda, it's going to be an awesome summer!!
Let's have an awesome last half of the season on the Indoor side, I can't wait
to see how all our teams tackle this last half of the season, no doubt it'll be
with excitement and passion!!!
GO XCEL!!
Shannon
All photos courtesy of Tomas Pineda,
unless otherwise noted.
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Colorado Crossroads (continued)
For Xceleration, the end of the
Colorado Crossroads serves as the
teams’ halftime period – the short
break during the season to step back,
recover briefly, and prepare
physically and mentally for the
second half of the club season.
Essentially, the teams are at the
crossroads where it can reassess
where they’ve been and further
determine the road where they need
to go.

the start of a full day that culminated
in a final practice run at the Colorado
Convention Center before the
competition begins. To get
acclimated with the Denver altitude
and thin air, coaches ran their teams
through a light workout to familiarize
the players with the new environment
and the big stage.

The Colorado Crossroads Junior
National Qualifier in Denver has
been a staple for Xceleration teams
for the past five years. There they
compete in one of the best showcases
for college recruiters, play among the
best and nationally-recognized
volleyball clubs in the country, and
most importantly, have a fun time
with their teammates that creates a
lifetime of memories.

Jim Ross said, “The Crossroads
showed once again why, in my
opinion and the opinion of many, it is
the best USAV Qualifier of the
season. A wonderful city, with
perfect temperatures, a superb
playing venue, and a very well-run
tournament all help to attract some of
the best clubs and competition from
across the nation. You also need to
look no further than the number of
college coaches in attendance to
understand the level of play that was
in that convention center.”

For our teams, the memories
earnestly began at San Francisco
International Airport where the 14s
and 15s departed for Week 1
competition, and the 16s through 18s
followed in Week 2. This would be

At the Crossroads, Xceleration teams
played hard and gave it their all
against many of the strongest teams
you can find. The venue and the
surrounding areas of the Mile High
City were a feast for the senses and

12-HOUR DAYS… AND MORE!
Jim Ross and Paul Harrison
will usually burn the midnight
oil to get our girls in front of
college coaches, but the
upfront work and preparation
need to be made in advance
by the athletes themselves.
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Colorado Crossroads
(continued)
produced awe-inspiring action from
Xcel and their opponents; hence, the
reason the Big Blue Bear wanted in
from the outside! The Crossroads
also produced priceless memories
that each player and family will
always remember. The teams did
well on the courts under the
circumstances, and though no bids
were secured during the weekends,
we enjoyed watching our athletes.
Aside from game experience,
Xceleration’s teams also gained
many valuable life experiences from
this event: increased camaraderie,
cohesiveness, and chemistry by
being together with their teammates
in a setting away from home. The
girls further developed or sealed lifelong friendships with their
teammates and, for some, gained a
sense of independence away from
their parents.
Xceleration and the Crossroads also
offered athletes very unique and
important learning opportunities.
They had the chance to practice
personal responsibility while
travelling, not only to themselves but
towards their teammates; they
learned to take care of each other and
develop a sense of sisterhood; and
they experienced competition like no
other against teams from other
regions. Along with these new life
experiences, the teams also simply
had fun and savored each moment.
The competition pushed many of the
teams to play at a higher level than it
typically does and the girls rose to
the occasion. Xceleration placed
teams in the divisions that will
challenge them to have to play their
best to compete and win. That should
always be the objective when the
club goes to any of these

AND NOW TO SING THE
NATIONAL ANTHEM FROM
XCELERATION 16BLUE –
ELIZABETH CANON!
Liz opened the Crossroads
with her rendition of the Star
Spangled Banner.
tournaments. Xceleration points to
them and expect the teams to “step
up” and compete at the level they
have in them. The club wants its
players to embrace playing against
competition at this level, not shrink
away from it. The club is pleased to
see and hear that the teams did this.
Halftime has spawned one of the
most enduring clichés to describe
most team sports: that “it’s a game of
two halves.” As the recap of the
games so far, Xceleration’s teams
have played exceptionally well and
players are making progress on their
skill development. And like most
seasons, there will always be several
ups-and-downs, with awesome
highlights, brutal draws that may not
always work in our favor, or minor
team distractions. The questions then
are how we respond and how we
want to define ourselves during the
next half of the season – do we
continue to do what we’ve been
doing and be satisfied with our
results, or do we go for something
more? Have we learned enough
from the first half to make
adjustments and improvements to
meet our personal and team goals
and expectations for the season?
We’re at the crossroads, and it’s a
question of where we want to go
from here? For the club, it just
doesn’t want to visit the toilet, get
some food or drink, or just exercise
the limbs, we expect more!

Liz is a Classical Voice student
and a sophomore at
Campolindo HS where she
plays the French Horn for the
school’s Symphonic Band and
Wind Ensemble. She also is a
member of Campo’s Bel Canto
Chorus. Liz has performed in
front of packed crowds in
New York’s Lincoln Center
and San Francisco’s Davies
Symphony Hall. She has
performed a variety of
principal and featured roles in
the Festival Opera’s
production of Shakespeare’s
Othello and Loesser’s Most
Happy Fella.
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Colorado Crossroads (continued)
14Blue Gets It Going
From nearby Monument, CO about
an hour ride from the Colorado
Convention Center, the CoJrs
volleyball squad was fresher from the
get go and streaked out to a healthy
lead against the 14Blue, a team that is
wide-eyed in its first out-of-town
travel tournament and in its first
match to open the Colorado
Crossroads for the club. The team
made it closer in the next two
matches against JET JET (Jess Evers
Training) from Amarillo, TX and
Instinct Leopards (with their snazzy
USA/Brazil combo outfits) from
Lake Dallas, TX, which dropped the
team from the starting 45th position in
the 64-team pool.

As each day progressed, however, the
14Blue became more comfortable of
their surroundings in the cavernous
halls of the Convention Center, play
improved and matches were more
competitive. In spite of numerous
service errors, the team eventually
came around to post a three-set win
against ARVC Adidas from
Albuquerque, NM and the 303
Volleyball Academy from
Englewood, CO.
By the third and last day of the event,
the 14Blue’s confidence was sky high
and the players were on cloud nine,
easily winning three consecutive
matches (though not without a few
hiccups) against Colorado Springs
(Continued on the next page)

The Story of the
Blue Bear
“I See What You Mean,” also
known as the giant blue bear
peeking into the Colorado
Convention Center’s lobby, is the
40-foot high sculpture which
injects a welcome sense of fun and
playfulness into the convention
center experience. The creation of
Kylie Greenberg
local artist Lawrence Argent, this
public art was installed in 2005
and has quickly become a bona
fide Mile High icon – and a can’tmiss photo op for thousands of
volleyball visitors in town for the
Colorado Crossroads.
(Continued on the next page)

Denver.org

RESILIENT 14BLUE

Clockwise from top left: Collette
Wogsland, Nicole Wagner, Lila
Van Remortel, Jenna Foster, Bry
Ashley, and Taylor Trask.
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Colorado Crossroads (continued)
Altitude, YVBA from the
Portland/Salem, OR area, and
Juggernaut 14 Black from nearby
Wheat Ridge, CO.
The last match against Juggernaut
was certainly the barometer for the
young 14Blue squad on how they
would react and respond to seal the
deal when facing pressure from a
boisterous crowd. The 14Blue
secured the first set, and what
followed in an effort to lift the 14
Black was a throng of Juggernaut
supporters from the club’s other age
groups that were still in the building
(roughly 40-50 players and parents)
that slowly marched along the
sidelines and in the back of the court
to lead the cheers. With each point

won by Juggernaut, the cheers got
louder and it ignited the crowd.
Unfazed, the 14Blue strongly focused
on their game and immediately
silenced the madness by exchanging
points until they stretched the lead
into the 25-17, 25-17 win before
high-tailing it to the airport. The
14Blue ended the flawless day at 3-0,
won five of their last six matches, and
finished with a winning record in 41st
place in the tournament, a four-notch
improvement from the start.
RESILIENT 14BLUE
Clockwise from the left: Cecily Hayes,
Juliet Jones, Jackie Artiaga, Lauren
Taylor, Sara Doolittle, and Emilie
Johnson.

The Story of the
Blue Bear
(continued)
The Blue Bear has not only
become one of the iconic symbols
of the Colorado Convention
Center, but also an iconic symbol
of the city itself.
Argent was asked, why a bear?
why a giant, curious blue bear,
specifically? Here’s what he said.
Lawrence Argent: There’s iconic
Colorado imagery – the Rockies,
the Flatirons and all that – that I
think is a little bit overused, a little
passé. So I thought about what it
is like to be a resident here and
the journey one takes down either
corridor (14th St. and Speer Blvd.)
when one notices there is a
convention occurring. I’m always
interested in what might be going
on in there, the exchange of
information, ideas and ideologies.
But there’s never really any
indication from the outside what’s
going on inside. I had recently
seen a photo in the newspaper of
a black bear looking into
someone’s window and that
resonated with me. As for the blue
color, that was actually an
accident – originally the bear was
going to reflect the colors of
Colorado, with sandstone colors
and things like that. But a printout
of the design came back blue by
mistake, and I thought that was
much more exciting. And it was
serendipitous, because [I learned
later] that the black bear was very
important to the Native American
Ute tribes that lived in Colorado –
and also that one level of spiritual
enlightenment for the Utes was
the “blue” level.
Source: www.denver.org
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Colorado Crossroads (continued)
15Blue Needs to Close in
the Open

second place finish in the morning
pool.

The 15Blue was running on all
cylinders to open their Crossroads
campaign by racing out to an 8-1 lead
and easily snatching the first set from
Tampa United. Then the race to
victory suddenly tightened, as the
Blue surrendered the second set and
the two teams were deadlocked at 7-7
in the third set. The 15Blue gained
the upper hand at the 8-7 switchover
and never relinquished the lead for a
15-10 third-set triumph. The 15Blue
maintained the momentum with
another win against NRG from
Mansfield, TX in the Dallas-Ft.
Worth area and secured at least a

The third game against Dynasty
Black was expected to be a bigger
challenge. The Kansas City-based
team entered the Crossroads with a
29-3 overall season record in five
tournaments, and 27 of their 29 wins
were in straight sets. The Dynasty
Black also has two stellar players on
Prepvolleyball.com’s 2016 Frosh 59
on its roster (The Best VarsityPlaying Freshmen in America). The
15Blue was not able to take a set but
came close with a 24-26 setback.
Dynasty eventually secured a JN bid
by finishing in 3rd Place overall in the
15 Open Division at the Crossroads.

The second day of the tournament
was a tough one. Against CoJrs
Peers from Monument, CO and
Premier Nebraska Gold from
Omaha, NE on the feature court,
the 15Blue was overmatched.
Strong blocking from these
opponents continuously thwarted
the 15Blue attack. In their last
game of the day against Kansas
City Power, the 15Blue could not
close the deal after leading 24-22;
surrendering four straight points
in defeat. Premier Nebraska and
CoJrs Peer finished tied for 4th
place in the tournament and
narrowly missed out on the JN
bid. Three of the 15Blue’s losses
came at the hands of top five
finishers and they were all
competitive.
On getaway day, the 15Blue. The
team held a 24-20 lead in the first
set but allowed Tejas VBC from
North Richland Hills, TX to get
back into the game. The 15Blue
held tight and squeezed out a 2523 first-set win. In the second set,
the team could not put away the
team from the North Texas
Region. Clinging to a 22-19 lead
and its largest of the game, the
15Blue was not able to budge and
allowed Tejas to score six of the
last seven points of the game to
knot the match at a set apiece. The
15Blue was out of synch. The
third set belonged to Tejas to
close out the Blue.
Overall, the 15Blue finished in the
top half of the 48-team field,
losing only one place from their
initial 22nd seeding from the start.
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Colorado Crossroads – Week 2
Facing Adversity

Tomas Pineda captured the essence
of how it went down during the
second week of the Crossroads when
he lamented, “I’d have to say Week 2
of XR’17 will be hard to forget. I’ve
never been to a tournament where
every one of our teams had to adjust
lineups because of unfortunate
injuries and unavoidable absences.
OH to DS, OH to Setter, Libero to
OH, OH to Libero, Opp to Middle,
OH to Middle. Oy!” He then
followed with some encouraging
thoughts, “Lineups were like musical
chairs. But what made the weekend

incredibly special was how our
coaches and athletes met the
challenge with an incredible amount
of resiliency. Pretty darn proud of
everyone.”
The first to deal with continuous
lineup changes was the 16Blue.
Shorthanded due to injuries, the team
finished with a sub-.500 record in
44th of the Open Division, just two
slots back from where it started.
The 16Blue faced teams from
Washington state, Nebraska, and
Florida in their Crossroads debut.
(Continued on the next page)

16BLUE
Clockwise from top left: Katie Gunderman, Ali Silva, Kinsey Anderson, Asha
Johnson, Alaysia Mitchell, and Siosiana Taomoepeau.
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Colorado Crossroads (continued)
The team opened the tournament
with a strong three-set win over the
Cats from Clayton, WA, but
Omaha’s Premier Gold and
Boynton’s Palm Beach Juniors gave
the Blue all it could handle.
The slide continued on Day 2 for 16
Blue, falling to clubs from Kansas
City, San Jose, and Tempe, but then
got back on the winning track by
taking two of its last three games
against Florida Gulfside, Oregon’s
Webfoot Jrs., and H2 STL.

The 16White’s experience at the
Crossroads was extremely positive
with the time spent among teammates.
The life lessons that the losses,
frustrations, and disappointment from
competition provide a silver lining in
that the 16White will be stronger
because of it. The performance at the
Crossroads as long as each player felt
that they gave it all their best is all
that matters. We have a saying at
Xceleration that we often remind our
teams after each competition…
Onward and Forward!
(Continued on the next page)

PL#2 Update on
16White
Proud of 16White taking 2nd in
PL#2 taking their morning pool
and putting in work to get to
the finals. Super impressed
with everyone's heart and
effort these girls put out on
the court. Girls definitely came
out to play and showed
everyone the meaning of
"Compete" and "Family".
Girls put on a great show for
the finals but came out short
with the L. As 16White says,
"We don't lose, we learn. And
every time we learn, we learn
as a Family".
Good job for moving up a
division ladies of 16White!
Coach Daniel

16WHITE
Clockwise from top left: Rhyana Floor, Karina Umali, Olivia Colozza, Ashley
Schwilke, Mackensie Hastings, and Nicole Chamorro.
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Colorado Crossroads (continued)
The 17Blue’s results were mixed,
finishing in 33rd in the Open
Division after starting as the 31st
seed.

The team’s first victory at the
Crossroads was against the Diggers
from Roswell, NM that was
sandwiched between setbacks
against teams from Arkansas and
Florida. The team did not get a
favorable opening draw. The
bottom-seeded team (USA South
Premier Purple), which won the
pool round is filled with four D-1
commits at Florida State and the

University of Miami. It was a great
competitive experience for the
17Blue nonetheless to be able to face
top-level competition at this stage of
their playing careers.
The second day’s performance was
an improvement in three tough
games, with the 17Blue winning the
first of two matches that went the
distance.
In the team’s last game of the event,
the 17Blue again extended the match
to three sets to close the Crossroads
at 3-4 and move forward to PL#2.

17BLUE
Clockwise from top left: Amaya Wilson, Terra Murray, Shruti Mangipudi, Jenna
Hahn, Chiara Gatto, and Ingrid Lam.
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Colorado Crossroads (continued)
PLAYING WITH HEART AND SOUL
The 18 White team fought hard this past weekend through some difficult times.
Hannah did a great job stepping into the middle blocker position, when we
lost Nuru to a bad ankle injury early into the weekend.
Amanda and Kaitlyn rocked at the Opp with the line up changes. They never batted
an eye and just went right to work.
Rebecca also jumped into the middle blocker position with great energy and
enthusiasm directly after Nuru went down and did outstanding. Though we missed
both our middles this weekend, the team worked hard to fill their shoes.
Abby, Mae and Amanda did an outstanding job working the ground defense and
continually picked up the ball, allowing us to attack repeatedly.
Our hitters Michaela, Ali, Jaz, Adri, and Hannah never stopped pounding the ball and
working our opponents. A special thanks to Abby ,who as our Lib, worked the court
hard and likely left a bit of herself in Colorado.
Our record this weekend does not show the way the team came together and played
with heart and soul. The coaches are very proud of all they continue to do on and off
the court. This is an outstanding group of ladies and we very happy to have them
with us.
Coach Cindy

18WHITE
Clockwise from top left: Kaitlyn
Peterson, Adriana Vinogradov,
Alissa Collins and Michaela
Charrette, Maeliza Limasing, Jaz
Cruz, Abby Youngblood, and
Amanda Ward, and Nuru Boone.
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Colorado Crossroads (continued)

ON TO DALLAS!
Colorado was incredible! Was so happy with how the girls competed. We truly love
these kids and this team. Ended up 4-3 with a lineup never seen before. Alex-KelseyNikki hit left side for us in Parker and Ashby's absence and did a phenomenal job.
Michelle and Delaney were fantastic in the middle – carried a big load for us. Brianna
was Stellar on the right side, the setters Jamie and Mere were their normal
Greatness. Janelle really had a great tournament at Libero.
On to Dallas TX for the Nationals! Hopefully we can finally be at full strength.
Last thing. Jackie K has been the best help and greatest teammate to me and Jer
during her rehab!! Thanks so much Jackie!!
Andy Schroeder

18BLUE
Clockwise from top left: Mere Naqase, Nikki Jensen, Jaime Brown, Janelle Gong,
Kelsey Budde, and Delaney McKee.
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Week 1, Day 1

Week 2, Day 1

Today is, without a doubt, one of my
favorite days of every qualifier
season. The first day of 15 Open at
the first national qualifier is my first
chance, since we don’t cover 14s, to
start to get to know the players and
teams at the 15s level. Of the 48
teams participating this morning in
15 Open at Crossroads, I had only
seen one previously. On my journey
to discovery, I can say this with total
confidence: this group is LOADED
with high-end talent. Here are some
who impressed the heck out of me…

Let’s do some math: 32 courts, 128
Open teams, 360 minutes, less than
an hour (or so) walking between
courts… that mean less than 10
minutes per court during this
morning’s pool play in 16, 17, 18
Open. I saw what I saw when I saw
it. Maybe I saw you do great things,
in which case you are listed below.
Maybe I didn’t see you at all, in
which you are not.

Sara McBride, OPP, 15Blue
Madi Risch, OH, 15Blue

Here are the athletes who caught my
eye and that I was fortunate enough
to see…
Michelle Anderson, MH, 18Blue

The following is a reprint from
PrepVolleyball.com’s report
on Colorado Crossroads.
As we’ve always said, you
never know who’s watching,
and never take a play off.
From among the supernovas
and shining stars listed in
John Tawa’s report, three of
Xceleration’s athletes caught
his eye as he roamed the
courts in Denver.
Included among his list of
players who shined are
15Blue’s Sara McBride (left
photo) and Madi Risch
(center), and 18Blue’s
Michelle Anderson (right).

Great job ladies!

14

16Blue and 15Blue at
the Crossroads!

BEAMING WITH
PRIDE
Proud of 15B girls today at
PL#1, taking 2nd Place in Gold.
They played and beat some
very good teams.
Coach Lucas
So proud of 13Blue going
undefeated today. Keep up
the good work and keep
moving up. 
Coach Jade
It was a long day – down one
setter – 15White had to grind
out a hard-fought, well-earned
win today in the last match of
the day. We finished 3rd in
PL#1 and moving on up to
Bronze! Can’t express how
proud I am of these girls.
Simply amazing!
Coach David

Photos courtesy of Lauren Bates Jones and Jey Santos.
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Golden State
Qualifier Serves As
Tune Up for 18Blue

In one of the newer qualifying
tournaments for the 18s age group
only, the 18Blue was questionably
seeded at 19th in the 22-team pool to
begin the Golden State Qualifier
(GSQ) at the San Mateo Events
Center. The low seeding made the
climb up to the top three to get a
Junior Nationals bid even more
daunting, but the squad had a great
start with wins against perennial
powerhouses Red Rock (in three) and
SynergyForce to take second in the
pool to begin its ascent to the 9th
position after the first day of
competition. The team’s sole loss
came at the hands of Laguna Beach,
which eventually gained a JN bid by
the end of the event.
Day 2 was none too kind for the
18Blue as it faced two top ten teams
in the tournament in Arizona’s Aspire

and Southern California’s Tstreet
(15th place at the Triple Crown),
which are both also nationally
ranked. Facing the top seed in the
NCVA power league, Absolute
Black, also made it a tough day for
the 18Blue, which dropped to the 12th
spot and out of bid contention.
The final day of GSQ was sweeter
for the 18Blue, which posted
victories against the 10th and 7th
seeded teams in Pacific Coast Tiger
and San Gabriel Elite (18th place at
Triple Crown), respectively. The
final game against NCVC Asics was
simply a minor setback that dropped
the team only one place into the 8th
position. The team may not have
secured an elusive Junior Nationals
bid at the GSQ, but an 11-spot
improvement from the start of the
qualifier is an accomplishment to be
proud of.

Dallas
Bound!
18Blue secures last
american bid from
power league

Kylie Greenberg

The 18Blue will head to Dallas, TX
in late April to participate in the
18s Spring Junior Nationals after
snagging the last American bid as
a result of most recent Power
League standings. The team has
the opportunity to secure to a
National or USA bid pending
finishes of teams ahead of them.
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WE’RE OFF
TO COLLEGE!
Since the previous issues of XCELlent NEWS three more players have committed
to play collegiately, bringing the number to six players so far this year. CoCollege Development Program Director Paul Harrison said, “The programs
that have recruited our players are not only getting great athletes, they are also
getting quality people of character and integrity. They are lucky to have them!”
Jackie Kupeli, Nikki Jensen, and Brianna Ranney will be taking their talents
to New York University, Wellesley College, and Sonoma State University,
respectively. Congratulations, ladies!

What a great choice for a
great person. Really proud
of how hard you worked to
get this Nikki! Congrats! The
Blue are getting a good one.
Jim Ross
Get ready Wellesley… you’re
getting a VERY SPECIAL
student athlete in Nikki
Jensen! Great student –
great teammate – great
competitor.
Andy Schroeder

Big congrats Brianna! It’s been a joy to
have you with us this year and to watch
you play. Happy you’ll be close by.

Jim Ross
It's been awhile since we had a student
athlete go to Sonoma State. Big-time
program and Bri is a big-time player.
Perfect match. Congrats Brianna!
Andy Schroeder

NYU will be very pleased
with Jackie Kupeli.
Tremendous student
athlete who will do some
big things on and off the
Court at New York
University! CONGRATS
ON A JOB WELL DONE!

I’m so happy for you Jackie.
You worked and earned this.
And you did it all with a
wonderful attitude and
smile on your face. NYU is
getting a gem. All they have
to do is look at how you
handled this season to know
that.

Andy Schroeder

Jim Ross
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14White and 15White at the
Spring Classic
The 15White had its best showing of
the season by far with a 2nd overall
finish and a 6-1 record in the Spring
Classic held at the San Jose
Convention Center. The team
entered the Classic as the top seed in
pool play (and 10th overall) where
they scorched the competition to post
an undefeated 3-0 record and
maintain the overall seed on Day 1.
The real test came on the first match
of the second day. The 15White
successfully met the challenge
against the overall #1 seed and
handed the 650 Extreme Red its first
and only loss of the competition,
thereby moving to the top spot. The
unit maintained this position all the
way to the championship final with

two more wins for the chance to take
home the title against SLO Fusion.
The battle between the two remaining
unbeaten teams in the tournament
was close but the Fusion reacted
quicker and was more explosive than
the 15White this day.

The 14White remained steady and
consistent throughout the Spring
Classic tournament, moving up one
spot to 35th in the 96-team pool with
a 3-2 record. The team stayed in the
same position after pool play with a
2-1 record and then split its next two
matches to end the tournament.

GO OUT THERE AND GET IT!
I tell my girls they have to go get it; no team and no one is going to give you
anything… you gotta go out there and get it! In PL#1 15White went out and got it!!!!
Xcel 15White gutted out a win in the last match of the day of PL#1 to move up to
bronze.
Collin and I are both extremely proud of this team and how far we have come. The
last match showed a lot and how hard these girls have worked. Fatigue sat in but the
girls pushed through mentally and physically and willed themselves to a win. Every
coach sets goals for their teams. Its one thing to set them but it's another to hit the
goals every tournament this season. It's been a great season so far for 15White, but
we have a lot more to accomplish on to PL2 and Las Vegas for SoCal Qualifier! Let's
get it 15White!!
Coach Dave
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Dana Pineda, The Blogging
Aztec
competitively. My dad signed me up
for a few clinics that were being put
on by a local volleyball club and I
went to tryouts. I was then placed
on a team and thus thrown into the
world of club sports.

I went from being a varsity athlete
to a normal student, and it has
caused a lot of nostalgia.
There’s a photograph from years ago
(see right photo) that I like to look
back on once in a while. It’s me from
when I was in fourth grade and just
starting to play volleyball. My hair is
tied in two pigtails with scrunchies
and I’m wearing shorts that are too
long for me. When I look back on
that picture, I’m instantly flooded
with memories from my volleyball
days and how much I miss it. I miss
waking up early in the morning to go
to tournaments, I miss practicing
every day, and I miss the feeling of
victory.
It all started in fourth grade when I
picked up a volleyball for the first
time. Well, it was more of like I got
hit by the ball for the first time.
Needless to say, it hurt at first, but I
was having the time of my life. I had
played other sports before, but
volleyball called out to me. I would
soon grow to love volleyball, and it
would become my sole sport. By the
time seventh grade came around, I
felt that I was ready to start playing

Soon enough, high school came
around and I began my high school
volleyball career on the JV
volleyball team. That season was by
far one of my favorites. Not only
were we really good, but we all
bonded together and became good
friends. Two of those girls from that
team are still some of my closest
friends to this day. As high school
went on, I was moved up to the
varsity team and it all eventually
culminated to a league
championship my senior year. Sure,
it wasn’t a state championship, but
having a banner that said champions

on it was on the proudest moments
of my entire life. That championship
feeling would carry over into my
final club season when we won the
Southern California Qualifier and
earned a bid to Junior Nationals in
New Orleans.
Going to Junior Nationals was
something I had always wanted to
do since I had started playing club. I
had dreamed of being on a team that
was good enough to go to the
coveted tournament and compete
amongst the best. We may not have
(Continued on the next page)

FUN TIMES…
Top: Dana started her volleyball
th
journey in the 4 grade.
Middle: 18Blue’s Class of 2015
and their families looking cool on
a Mississippi riverboat.
Bottom: Enjoying the best fried
chicken ever at Willie Mae’s in
New Orleans during Junior
Nationals.
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Dana Pineda…From the
Volleyball Player Who
Had to Say Goodbye
gotten the result we wanted, but just
going to New Orleans was fun. My
family and I had a blast exploring
the French Quarter, listening to jazz
in Bourbon Street, and eating some
of the best fried chicken I ever had.
When it came time to go to college,
I had to make the heartbreaking
decision to stop playing volleyball.
A few colleges had contacted me
about playing for them, but they
were schools I wouldn’t normally
look at. I wanted to go to a bigger
school and the schools that were
contacting me were so small that I
felt like I would suffocate. So, I let
go of volleyball and decided to go
to San Diego State University.
This narrative is all too familiar to
many former athletes. We start
playing a sport when we’re young,
gain an everlasting love when as we
grow up, and then have to give it up
when we start to attend college.

Giving up something you love is
never easy, especially when it’s been
a part of your life for so long. When
you play a sport for as long as I did,
it’s absolutely heartbreaking.
I miss playing volleyball, but I am
thankful for the many years I spent
playing. As hard as it was, I learned
a lot about myself. When I am really
passionate about something, I put my
all into it. When I have nothing to
lose, I take risks I wouldn't normally
take. Most importantly, when I know
that victory is in sight, I kick
everything into high gear. If I hadn’t
played volleyball, I wouldn’t be as
sure of myself as I am now. I love
who I am, and a lot of that thanks
goes to the many years I spent
playing volleyball.

Top left: Tomas, Dana, and
Normie Pineda at the SoCal
Qualifier.
Top: Dana serves it up at the
2015 Junior Nationals.
Left: The 18Blue captured the
SoCal Qualifier title with an
undefeated record to earn a trip
to Junior Nationals in New
Orleans.
Reading this makes me so
proud of players like Dana
who have come through
our club.
Volleyball doesn't define
who you are. It's just a
piece of the building
process. A small piece. We
will never forget that and
we will share Dana's
reflections with
others. Thank You!!!
Jim Ross
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Xceleration Mom
Denise Allen Recalls
Her Days On The Court
Xceleration sat down with Denise Allen, mother of Claire Conners of the 15Blue to
tell us about her experience as a student-athlete at UC Berkeley and her memories
playing for the California Golden Bears volleyball team.

“Volleyball is much different now,
but in some ways it hasn’t changed at
all,” said Denise Allen when asked to
recall what the volleyball scene was
like at the time when she played the
sport in the early 1980s. Club
volleyball has exploded over the past
several years and there’s more undue
pressure on the players these days, as
she recalled when comparing the
different eras. “There’s been a huge
increase in the number of club teams,
athletes, and girls who are over 6 feet
tall!”
The rules of the game have also
changed since the early 80s, Denise
remembers. “We used to play sets to
15, not 25. Points could only be
earned from the side that served, and
the ball was not allowed to touch the
tape. No one jump served.” In terms

of what has remained fairly the same
Denise said, “The levels of play and
talent remain similar over the
decades.”
Club volleyball has changed
significantly, however. Unlike today
in club volleyball where college
coaches roam the sidelines at national
tournaments and showcases, Denise
did not get recruited until her senior
year at Palo Alto’s Gunn High
School. Denise also played for Bay
Club, a club volleyball team that was
led by Stanford coaching legend
John Dunning, winner of three
NCAA Volleyball Championships,
and Rich Feller, the 2010 ACVA
Coach of the Year at Cal. There at
Cal, Chris Stanley, the head coach at
the time for the Golden Bears won
the sweepstakes to get a commitment
from Denise who, in addition to Cal,
was also recruited to play at Stanford,
Oregon, Santa Clara, and Utah State
(then a national powerhouse). She
chose to play for the Golden Bears
the minute she set foot on Telegraph
and Bancroft Avenues during a
campus visit where she witnessed the
vibrant community and the quirkiness
of the “crazies” congregating around
Sproul Plaza.
(Continued on the next page)
NAILED IT!

Photo courtesy of Denise Allen.

Left: Denise Allen hitting from the
outside and trying to nail that angle
inside the 10-foot line. The Bears were
competing against a team from China!

MOTHERLY ADVICE FROM DENISE
TO CLAIRE…
•

Always do your best.

•

Listen, follow directions, and
respect your coaches and
teammates.

•

Be loyal, honest, and on time.

•

Be your positive self.

•

Have fun.

FUN FACT…
Both Denise Allen and 16Blue
assistant coach Lindsey Parrott
wore jersey #14 during their
separate playing careers at Cal!
Denise chose the #14 jersey in
middle school for no particular
reason, and she continued to wear
it for team sports in middle school,
high school, and college.
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Denise Allen Recalls Her Days on the Court
(continued)
As Cal’s Middle Blocker/Hitter
during her first two seasons on the
team, the versatile player switched
positions and started as the Bears’
Outside Hitter during her junior and
senior years. It was also during this
time that Denise recounts her favorite
experience while on the Cal campus
and while also playing for the Bears –
November 20, 1982 – the day of
“THE PLAY,” the last-second
kickoff return during THE BIG
GAME between Cal and Stanford
that is recognized as one of the most
memorable plays in college football
and American sports. “What a day!”
said Denise.
After Denise witnessed football’s
historical play in Memorial Stadium
between the Bay Area rivals, Cal also
won the NorPac Volleyball
Championship that evening in thenHarmon Gym (defeating Stanford
and the University of Pacific, which
were both ranked in the top five in
the NCAA). Denise received 2nd
Team All-Conference honors and the
Bears also went on to the first round
of the NCAA playoffs. They then
advanced to the regionals where the
team finished 9th in the country.
“Our chemistry was unmatched,”
Denise said. “We connected
beautifully and referred to ourselves
as Poetry in Motion (from Thomas
Dolby’s ‘82 chart-topping hit, She
Blinded Me with Science),” she said
with a laugh.
Denise followed, “I remember being
unstoppable in ‘82. Stanford would
call time outs to try to figure out how
to block and/or dig me. They couldn’t
make it happen. BUT in ‘83, they
figured it out! I remember being
blocked several times in a row and I
started crying! [LOLOL!!] In the
following year, Denise led the team
in Total Attacks with 1,050 attempts.

Fast-forward 30+ years later, the
topic of conversation turned to
Denise’s volleyball experience with
her daughter Claire Conners of the
15Blue. Denise did not necessarily
direct Claire into pursuing the
volleyball path. Instead, she
facilitated opportunities for Claire to
explore music, the performing arts,
and athletics. Claire wasn’t interested
in soccer; she played softball and
volleyball. But by the age of 9, she
began to attend volleyball skills
clinics through Golden Bear VBC.
By 11, she was in love with the sport
and was competing on her middle
school team and Xceleration’s firstever 12Blue team.
“I’m having a fantastic time watching
Claire and it brings back a lot of
wonderful memories,” Denise said. “I
remember being the same height,
weight, and body type as her in 9th
grade. Undoubtedly she’s more
talented and playing at a higher level
at age 14. But I may have had a more
aggressive nature because of my
experience competing in basketball,
which was my favorite sport.”
To conclude the conversation, we
asked Denise what advice she would
give to parents who are embarking on
the recruiting process. “That’s a good
question, I’m learning a lot and could
use some advice myself. I think it’s
important to do your homework and
learn as much as you can about
college recruiting. The recruiting
process is very different now than
what I recall in 1979-80 when I was a
senior in high school.”
The recruiting process certainly has
continued to evolve over time and
even more so recently. Jim Ross and
Paul Harrison are continuing to stay
abreast of these changes and would
welcome the opportunity to discuss
the college recruiting process with
players and parents.

MIDDLES…
Like her mom during her high school
days, Claire patrols the middle and is
“undoubtedly more talented and
playing at a higher level at this age,”
said Denise.

SHE IS MY DAUGHTER…
“I’m not sure Claire would approve
but I think this is a GREAT shot,”
Denise said. “Claire and I both
attack balls with our mouths wide
open. I recall being so embarrassed
when the Daily Cal would publish
pictures of me like this one of
Claire.”
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Q&A with NJIT and UD
Scholar-Athlete
Dr. Andrew Luk
XCELlent News caught up with a very busy Andrew Luk, father of 14White’s Emma
Luk, to get his thoughts on his playing career at Newark’s New Jersey Institute of
Technology (NJIT) and post-graduate path at the University of Delaware (UD). The
Luk family is in their first year with the club.

Q. Where did you play collegiate
volleyball, and are you still active
playing the game?
Andrew: Back in 1985, I was a
foreign student from Hong Kong. I
arrived at New Jersey Institute of
Technology to pursue a Chemical
Engineering degree. I joined the
NJIT Men’s Volleyball Team as a
walk-on athlete during tryouts. I did
not play much volleyball in high
school (certainly no club volleyball in
HK), but I was a varsity basketball
player.
The coaches back then at NJIT were
Oleg Moiseenko and Dave Denure. I
felt that both coaches were excellent
and they focused much on
strengthening fundamental skills.
Practice was long and hard (easily 23 hours every weekday). In just a
year, I felt I have developed into a
mature player. Due to injury and
other personal reasons, I did not
continue to play in the varsity team,
and I missed that experience playing
for the school.
After NJIT, I attended the University
of Delaware for graduate school, and
I played a couple years of club
volleyball then. Fast-forward, I am
now 50 years young, and I am still
playing team volleyball in local
leagues in Pleasanton and San
Ramon. Playing volleyball helps me
relax and gives me positive feelings,
especially after we won our playoff
last week in the Pleasanton league.

Q. What position(s) did you play at
NJIT?
Andrew: I was trained to be a middle
blocker, since my teammates dreaded
playing that position.
Q. What was your most memorable
experience or favorite memory
playing for your team?
Andrew: Being a foreign student, I
felt my teammates were instrumental
in helping me getting acclimated to
the American culture. The most
memorable experience is the
camaraderie that we developed as a
team. NJIT is a small university, and
we played against some big D1
schools that gave us great learning
experiences. Some of those players I
got to play against back then were on
Team USA!

FUN FACT…
Lily and Andrew, parents of
14White’s Emma Luk, truly believe
that every player will improve
their respective volleyball skills.

Q. How has the club volleyball
scene changed since the time when
you were playing?
Andrew: I did not grow up in the
US, so I did not play any club
volleyball when I was young. With
all the rule changes in the past 30
years, the volleyball game back then
is quite different than the game
now. Back then, there was no libero,
rally point is not in effect, serves
cannot touch any part of the net, and
there was hardly anyone who jump
served!
(Continued on the next page)
Photos courtesy of Andrew Luk and
Tomas Pineda.
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Q&A with
Andrew
Luk

Q. How did your Emma get into
volleyball? Was she exposed to the
game because of your previous
experience?
Andrew: Emma’s older brother and
sister both played club volleyball.
They both enjoyed it immensely.
Emma was certainly exposed to the
game by watching her brother and
sister play. Emma has always played
other sports also like soccer and
lacrosse, but I think she will gravitate
towards volleyball in the next couple
years.
Q. What thoughts go through your
mind when you’re watching Emma
play volleyball?
Andrew: I am very happy to see
Emma developing into a good team
player that supports her team on and
off the court. She is currently playing
a DS position, and she is also
working diligently to become an allaround skillful player. She is a very
coachable kid – much better than her
dad. 

Q. What’s the best piece of advice
that you have given Emma as she
moves through her volleyball
journey?
Andrew: Win or lose, I expect her to
focus, have fun, take every mistake
as a learning opportunity, and be an
excellent teammate to help her team
excel as a collective group. It is very
important to have fun, as that positive
experience will drive stronger passion
towards the game of volleyball.
Q. What advice would you give to
parents who are into club volleyball?
Andrew: The margin of error for
girls’ club volleyball is pretty low, so
parents need to expect that their team
may not also win matches. There are
so many factors that need to be taken
into consideration about a team’s
success, and the outcome is not
always predictable. Parents need to
have a positive altitude as our
daughters are watching our behavior
on the court. At the end of season, I
truly believe that every player will
improve their respective volleyball
skills.

Andrew is an active player
and can still get up and
down the court, playing in
adult leagues in Pleasanton
and San Ramon.

Q. Thank you so much for your
time, any final thoughts?
Andrew: Girls, keep playing hard…
Go Xcel!

Emma’s older brother and
sister both played club
volleyball. Emma was
certainly exposed to the
game by watching her
siblings play. She also plays
other sports like soccer and
lacrosse.

Photos courtesy of Andrew Luk and
Tomas Pineda.
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Parents & Athletes:
6 Ways to Relieve
Stress of Being a
Sports Parent
By Janis Meredith, reprinted from The Art of Coaching Volleyball
Watching your child play sports is
fun; facing the stress of the
financial, emotional, and physical
demands is not. What is it about
your child’s sport that stresses you?
Do you worry she will not play
well? Are you pulled in too many
directions trying to keep up with the
demands? Can you stand another
game listening to overprotective
and whining parents? Do you
breathe a sigh of relief after each
game that your child did not get
hurt?
After being a sports mom for 21
years, I’ve felt all of those stresses.
You will face them too, and here’s
how to handle the stress.
Find a safe place to
vent.
Choose one person—husband,
friend, sister, parent—who
can sympathetically listen without
feeding your frustration. That one
person should not be your child.
Face your fears.
Ask yourself: what am I really
afraid of and what is the worst that
could happen? For instance, if you
worry about your child being
injured in a volleyball game, what’s
the worst that could happen? Maybe
she would miss a few games? Or
her season would end? Or she’d
have to get surgery? If that happens,

the world will not end. If she loves
the sport, she will be back stronger
than ever.
Sometimes, looking ahead to the
worst and thinking about how we
would deal with it, helps us face
today with more confidence and less
worry.
Give your kid credit.

I’m pretty sure that parents worry
more about their kids’ frustrations
than kids do. In some ways, kids are
tougher than we think. Give them a
little credit. Maybe they can fight the
battle without you wielding the
sword for them.
There have been many times when I
itched to step in and take care of my
child’s problem, but held back. And
boy, am I glad I did! Not only would
I have made an idiot of myself, I
would have missed seeing my child
resolve the issue in his own way and
robbed him of some character
growth in the process.
Learn to say N.O. every
time you say Y.E.S.
Is your life busy now? If so, how
can you possibly take on more
without adding stress? You can
maintain some sanity by exchanging
every yes for a no. For every new
task or responsibility you take on, let
one go.
(Continued on the next page)

The club season is into
full swing and you are
feeling a lot of stress –
driving your daughter to
practices and
tournaments, signing her
up for private lessons,
making sure she’s eating
healthy and nutritious
food, just to name a few
that factor into
compounding the
pressures of being a
sports parent.
In this article from Janis
Meredith, she provides a
few tips on handling and
alleviating the stress that
are unfortunately part of
sports.
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6 Ways to Relieve Stress of Being a Sports Parent
Your child doesn’t have to be in
three sports at once. It’s okay if you
aren’t the team mom this year. And
honestly, your house does not have
to be spotless during a busy sports
season. Don’t worry about what
others think; it’s okay to be picky
about your time.
Avoid the craziness.
If it’s over-the-top parents that add
stress to your life. Avoid them. If
it’s obnoxious spectators that make
your blood boil, move your seat. If
you can’t stand the coach, practice
detached cordiality (you don’t have
to be his best friend, but you don’t
have to be an enemy either).
Sometimes it’s just better to step
back from the fray and let the chaos
continue without you. Others may
perceive you as reserved or even
snobby; but you know you are
merely staying sane.
Get a life!
I have wanted to say that to many
parents who are so wrapped up in
their child’s sport that they lose

sight of what is really important.
Their fanatical behavior screams “I
have no life other than my child’s
sports!” Can you imagine the stress
in that household!
I love the way my kids maintained a
life outside of sports—hanging with
friends, going to youth group, even
going on trips. Having a life outside
of sports gave them balance and reinvigorated them to get back at the
game.
As you and your child-athlete walk
away from youth sports, you will
know that if you learned to cope
with stress within the snapshot of
sports, you can learn to handle it in
the bigger picture of life.
Janis B. Meredith, sports mom and
coach’s wife, writes a sports
parenting blog called JBM Thinks.
She authored the Sports Parenting
Survival Guide Series and has
recently launched a podcasting
series for sports parents. You can
also find her on Facebook and
Twitter.
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Communication with
the Coach: 6 Ways to
Approach your coach
Teaching advocacy is an important part
of helping them succeed in sports

By Priscilla Tillman, reprinted from The Art of Coaching Volleyball
If your child has played youth sports
for any number of years, you know
there comes a time when coaches
need to find various consequences
(usually unfavorable) to correct poor
performance, attitude or other things
that need to be addressed. It’s the
name of the game. And the name is
usually synonymous with burpees,
push-ups, suicides, gassers, shuttle
runs, one-on-one, ball-on-one – we all
know the drill

For athletes 12 and under, it’s best to
advocate one-on-one with the coach
away from the child. But for athletes
over the age of 12, teaching them the
valuable skill of advocacy is our best
bet as a parent.

But what happens when we think a
coach has gone too far? As parents,
we’re usually trying to strike a
balance between looking after our
young athletes and teaching them how
to advocate for themselves. There’s a
fine line between questioning a
coach’s technique and questioning a
coach’s character.

Jardine, who has a master’s in clinical
psychology from Vanguard
University, offers 6 guidelines here on
effective ways young athletes can
communicate with their coach:

“Sports don’t create character, they
reveal it,” says Joe Jardine, a licensed
marriage and family therapist in
California. “Parents, parenting, home
life – that is where character is
created.”

Invite yourself into the conversation
– “Hey, Coach, is there a time we can
meet and talk about my performance
and the
(Continued on the next page)

One of the best life skills
we can teach our
children is how to stand
up for themselves - how
to respectfully interact
with an authority figure.
As soon as they are old
enough (every kid is
different), our job is to
rehearse with them so
they can be clear,
concise and confident.
Even if it doesn’t bring
the results you are
looking for, it will
provide them a path to
follow for the rest of their
life.
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Communicating with the
Coach (continued)

instead of blaming educates your
player.

punishments/consequences given at
practice?” The right time to have a
conversation with a coach is when
you invite yourself into it. Having the
coach name the time respects his role
in life and on the team.

Don’t criticize the coach – Criticizing
comes off as a power move. If the
coach wants to know what you think
he’s doing wrong, he will ask you.

Use “I” statements – “You”
statements put the other person on the
defensive. Teaching children to
advocate is also teaching them how to
own their experience. A coach is
much more apt to listen when a child
says something like this: “I feel
crushed when we have to do 100
burpees after we make a mistake in
practice.” As a parent, we can also
use “I” statements at home with our
children to model this practice.
Ask questions – Asking questions
instead of blaming the coach will also
ease tension. “That was a lot of
burpees. Can you tell me how you
arrived at that number? Will this
make me a better passer, hitter,
competitor?” Asking a question

No profanity – It’s disrespectful and
causes anger and frustration in the
other person. When there’s anger and
frustration, communication and
resolution are hard to accomplish.
Be thankful – Beginning the
conversation with a statement of
gratitude for what the coach is
providing to the team (i.e. his time,
expertise) and then addressing the
issue can put the conversation at ease
from the start. Also, finish the
conversation by thanking them for
their time and for the opportunity to
discuss the matter.
When we begin a team sport, parents
and players alike need to understand
that the coach is still the leader of the
team. However, if a consequence
seems extreme to you or your athlete,
the guidelines above are a great place
to start to open the conversation.

FRIENDS, TEAMMATES, COACHES
Club director Shannon Kussman lends a hand to 14Blue coaches Kelsey Ross and
Mariah Christensen, and 15Blue assistant Kayla Coleman.

Keep in mind, the most
important place we can teach a
young athlete how to advocate
with character is at home. The
way we handle things like
conflict and adversity in our
home is the biggest contributing
factor to how they will deal with
it outside the home.
After 21 years of being a sports
mom, I know that I became a
better parent. No matter if your
child plays 2 or 10 years, your
willingness to learn and grow
with them through the
experience will make you a
better mom or dad.
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Excellence Defined
Seeking excellence is not the same as seeking perfection, but
rather a perfect effort

By Erika Carlson, reprinted from SportStars Magazine
The term “excellence” is thrown
around a lot in the world of
competitive sports. I’m a fan of this
word, so much that I included it in the
name of my business, Excellence in
Sports Performance. But like so many
terms in the sports world, (i.e. “mental
toughness,” “talent”) what does
“excellence” really mean in the sport
context?
Let’s first talk about what it’s not.
Excellence is not being perfect. In
fact, it’s the solution to trying to be
perfect. The perfectionist believes
anything less than perfect is failure.
While the intention is to push yourself
to perform your best, the reality is you
often feel a sense of failure, because
consistent perfection is unattainable
What is excellence? It’s your personal
best in a given session. It’s being
clear on what you can accomplish and
control. Excellence is a result of how
you train on the field and in the gym.
It’s also how you choose to respond
to failure. It’s a process. It’s a core
value of an athlete. It’s something you
strive to accomplish every day. It’s
not something that just shows up
randomly in the heat of the moment.
It’s truly “opportunity meets
preparation.”

My favorite example of excellence in
motion is U.S. women’s soccer player
Carli Lloyd. She is truly a product of
hard work and learned mental
toughness. Carli is known for
delivering in big games. I had the
pleasure of watching her score the
game-winner at Wembley Stadium in
the 2012 Olympics. We saw her score
a hat trick in the World Cup final. Her

former coach Tony DiCicco says,
“The bigger the game, the more she
wants to perform.”
Former teammate and national team
teammate Brianna Scurry says, “She’s
as big a big-game player as I’ve seen.
A lot of great players wither on the
vine, become wallflowers, when the
pressure is the biggest.”

What is the secret to Carli’s
experience in big games?
Physical Excellence – Always
finding ways to improve herself, Carli
has often sought out extra training
that helps her perform at the top end
of her ability. Physical strength and
conditioning gives her the confidence
to “just play” without the worry of
running out of gas. She is always a
work in progress.
Mental Excellence – Her mental
game has developed most over her
10-year stint with the senior national
team. Carli stated in a recent article,
“Over the years and definitely over
the last four years, I’ve taken
visualization to another level… I’ve
basically visualized so many different
things on the field, making these big
plays, scoring goals.” This is a key
strategy to maintaining her technical
skills as well. Excellent visualization
is not just situational, it’s very
technically detailed.
Are you striving for perfection or
excellence? Knowing the difference
and training accordingly will set you
on a path of accomplishment and,
more importantly, enjoyment and
fulfillment from your sport
experience.

Excellence is your
personal best in a given
session. It’s being clear
on what you can
accomplish and control.
Excellence is a result of
how you train on the field
and in the gym. It’s also
how you choose to
respond to failure. It’s a
process. It’s a core value
of an athlete. It’s
something you strive to
accomplish every day.
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WHAT I DIDN’T SEE MADE ME
PROUD
By Jeffrey Kerns, Ed.D., reprinted from Linked In
As a father I am bursting with pride
tonight after my daughter’s volleyball
tournament. The girls fought hard and
gave their best. However, on this day
the other team earned the hard fought
victory.
I was/am bursting with pride even
though I observed her getting benched
for two rotations for not playing to
her fullest potential. It was this
benching that allowed her to
demonstrate her true character,
leadership, and commitment to the
team.
She cheered for her teammates as
enthusiastically on the sideline as she
does on the court. She put the team
goal of winning in front of her
personal accomplishments. She
demonstrated that what a leader
contributes on the court is just as
important as the emotional
contribution from the sideline.
I know she wanted to be out there to
prove she could do it, she wanted to
earn the right to be on the court
contributing to the team. Her

competitive drive and intestinal
fortitude was burning in her eyes as
she waited for that opportunity to
“prove it.” As I watched her cheer,
encourage, and remain fully engaged
on the sidelines she proved by her
actions that she is willing to fulfill any
role that is beneficial for the team.
But then again, I expect to see those
things from her.
However it was what I didn’t see that
made me extremely proud of her last
night. I didn’t see her pouting or
secretly hoping her teammate would
fail. I didn’t observe her once
question the coaches’ decision or
claim it wasn’t fair. I didn’t see her
mope between sets/games or hang her
head in defeat. When she came back
in I didn’t see doubt, fear, or worry in
her eyes. I didn't see her back down
from her national champion
competitors. I didn’t see any hint of a
behavior that would hurt the culture
of the team.
Sometimes what a man doesn’t see
makes him prouder than what he
does.

She cheered for her
teammates as
enthusiastically on the
sideline as she does on
the court. She put the
team goal of winning in
front of her personal
accomplishments.
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WHY I DON’T PAY FOR CLUB
VOLLEYBALL
By Jeffrey Kerns, Ed.D., Millard Public Schools,
reprinted from Linked In and inspired by posting from Shad Martin
To My Daughter Allie,
During a recent dinner one of my
friends asked, “Why do you pay so
much for club volleyball?” Below is a
summary of my answer, I wanted you
to know what I really “pay” for and
what I hope you gain from these
experiences. The truth is I never intend
to pay for club volleyball.
I pay to assure that you are pushed
beyond your perceived limits. I pay
professional coaches to challenge you
at every practice and match. I pay them
to push and challenge you to the point
where you might want to quit because it
is so tough. I pay them to build up your
confidence at the same time so you
don’t. I pay them to coach you in
volleyball because I understand that
your self-assurance on the court
transcends to your everyday life. I pay
for you to learn how to set goals and
chase down dreams. I pay your coaches
to help install a high level of selfconfidence that you can and will
accomplish the goals you set for
yourself. I pay so you have more caring
and responsible adults involved in your
life. I pay for the days when you arrive
at home exhausted from school and you
don’t really want to go to position
training/weights/plyometrics, but you
do it anyway. I pay for the life lessons
that losses, frustrations, and
disappointment from competition can
provide. I pay for life lessons, victories,
and personal/team accomplishments
that competition can provide. I pay for
these opportunities because I do not
have to push or force you to play
volleyball, rather your desire to play is
unequivocally intrinsic.
I pay for you to have opportunities to
take pride in your actions on and off the
court. I pay for you to be accountable to

others (coaches, teammates, club
directors) and to help you understand
that you are not the center of the
universe. I pay for the opportunity for
you to honor your teammates and
coaches by always giving your best
effort on and off the court. I pay for you
to have the leadership opportunities
volleyball offers. I pay to provide
opportunities for you to help everyone
around you improve as a person and
teammate. I pay for you to understand
that you will forever be surrounded by
more talented people and less talented
people, and that a true leader has the
humility and patience to work with
both. I pay for you, my daughter, to
learn that it is the accumulation of hours
upon hours of practice combined with
numerous personal sacrifices to be an
overnight success.
No, it is not club volleyball that I am
paying for, I am paying for the time and
conversation with a teenage girl on the
way to and from practice. I pay for the
smiles and sense of purpose that
playing club volleyball provides you. I
pay to provide lifelong memories from
traveling and going to new places with
me. I pay for you to experience new
cultures, foods, and cities that we
experience by traveling to tournaments.
I pay because it’s clear that volleyball
sparks your life, passion, and sense of
pride. I pay for help in guiding you
down the right path. I pay because club
volleyball reinforces the life lessons
about hope, compassion, hard work,
and commitment to yourself and others,
that your mom and I have taught you,
and continue to model for you.
Most importantly I pay for the bridge of
understanding that volleyball provides a
father and daughter.
Love always,
Dad

Dear Xceleration Families,
I ran across a letter in a
volleyball publication that
was written by a father to
his daughter and I wanted
to share it with all of you.
The letter has been
forwarded to all our
coaches to remind them of
the responsibility they have
and that you have
entrusted them with for
your daughters. It is a
responsibility that, as a
club, we take very seriously
and strive constantly to
uphold. We will continue to
work as a group to give
your daughters a complete
experience in club volleyball
and all the good that can
come from it.
Hope you enjoy the read.
See you on the courts and
GO XCEL!
Jim Ross
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What I Didn’t See Made
Me Proud (continued)

It’s Time to Hit the Beach!
With the launch of the 2017
beach volleyball season, the
second year of sponsorship by
the NCAA, Xceleration looks
forward to seeing its alumni find
success on the sand. Here are
seven former Xcel athletes
competing for their respective
schools.

Dora Beilin
Class of 2015
Cal Poly
San Luis Obispo

Emma Doud
Class of 2016
Loyola
Marymount

Maddie Doud
Class of 2014
Texas A&M Corpus Christi

Emma Johnson
Class of 2016
Loyola
Marymount

Hailey Lindberg
Class of 2015
Santa Clara

The NCAA
championship will take
place May 5-7, in Gulf
Shores, AL. Eight teams
will compete in the
tournament to
determine the national
champions of collegiate
women’s beach
volleyball. This will be a
National Collegiate
Championship featuring
teams from Division I,
Division II, and Division
III; it will be the 90th,
and newest, NCAA
championship event. As
the sport continues to
gain popularity, with
over 50 schools now
sponsoring beach
volleyball, look for more
Xceleration athletes to
participate in this
emerging sport in
college athletics and as
Xceleration continues
this program this
summer.
More information to
come on Xcel’s program
as details are ironed out.

Photos courtesy of the Athletic
Departments at Cal Poly SLO,
Loyola Marymount, Santa Clara,
and Texas A&M-Corpus Christi
universities.
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What I Didn’t See Made
Me Proud (continued)

It’s Time to Hit the Beach!

Kaitlynn Zdroik
Class of 2016
San Jose State

Congratulations to Xcel Alum
Rachel Nieto and her partner
Nele Barber for being named Big
West Players of the Week. See
the article, click here.

Rachel Nieto
Class of 2013
Long Beach State

Rachel and her teammate
have established themselves
as one of the best college
beach teams in the
country! Pretty amazing
for a kid who grew up
playing indoor and didn't
transition to beach until
her freshman year in
college. WOW RACHEL,
GREAT WORK!
Andy Schroeder

Photos courtesy of the Athletic Departments at San Jose State and Long Beach
State universities.

